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Overview
MS/MS Results
Experimental setup (below) consists of a LTQ-quadrupole linear ion
trap coupled to a visible/UV tunable OPO laser. A quartz window was
fitted on the rear of the LTQ chamber to allow the introduction of the
laser beam. Once the ions are isolated in the trap, they are irradiated
with the OPO laser (Panther OPO laser pumped by a 355-nm Nd:YAG
Surelite;Continuum) and the photofragmentation mass spectra can be
recorded.
Heparin (Hp) is a sulfated polysaccharide that belongs to the family of glycosaminoglycans (GAGs). Hp
interact with proteins regulating their activities, and in several cases these interactions involve cations
such as Ca2+. Although the importance of these metal-depended biological processes, they remain largely
Introduction Methods
Conclusions
Interaction of Heparin (Hp) with different biomolecules in the fluid phase
or in the cell surface is depended on the heparin structure when bound in a
metal ion complex.
Ca2+ complexes of a set of three heparin-derived disaccharide, were
investigated by comparison between CID/UVPD modes and detailed TD-
DFT calculations.
Metal complexation change drastically the heparin shape. This
structural arrangement can be unambiguous detected by:
 Blue shifting in the carboxylic group absorption
 Decreasing in the number of CID/UVPD fragments
 DFT prediction of a high binding energy value (+1400
kJ/mol)
Analytically, it is demonstrated the successfully use of metal
complexation in order to distinguish all the isomers.
Biologically, this structural arrangement may explain the calcium
dependence in many biological processes i.e. the blood
coagulation cascade.
We try to demonstrate that the use of metal ions can be helpful both in
differentiating isomeric saccharides and also to “measure” the metal effect.
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unknow. Herein, we present an alternative strategy to analyze these
metal interactions:
First: comparison between CID/UVPD modes in both Hp2- and
(Ca(Hp-H+))- systems.
Second: The generated optical spectra in 220-300 nm energy range
were compared in both systems.
Third: TD-DFT calculations in order to confirm the experimental data.
Theoretical calculations: geometries were calculated using the B3LYP
procedure optimized with the 6-311G** and refined energies has been
calculated using 6-311++G(3df,2p). For the optical spectra TD-DFT
using CAM-B3LYP functional with the 6-311++G** basis set have been
used
daniel.ortiztrujillo@ens.univ-evry.fr
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Optical spectroscopy
 In some cases UVPD activation mode appears to be more informative than CID spectra
due to additional cross rings fragmentation cleavages i.e. I-H disaccharide (charts a,d).
 Unfortunately, it was observed that UVPD does not change the (Ca(Hp-H+))- fragmentation
pattern (charts g-m).
 Without metal complexation, for all the three isomers the CID spectra corresponds to the
formation of 0,2A2. Moreover, CID spectra of II-S/III-S are near undistinguishable (charts b-c).
 When (Ca(Hp-H+))- are formed a total change in the fragmentation pathway can be
observed (charts g-i).
 It is also ascertain in MS2 spectra a remarkable decrease on the number of fragments
suggesting a high interaction between Hp and Ca2+. jean-yves.salpin@univ-evry.fr
* Ion with Ca2+
Computational calculations
 Without Ca2+ all the calculated 50 conformers, for each disaccharide, are very
close in energy (<50 KJ/mol). Nevertheless, when (Ca(HP))+ is formed it is observed
an increase in relative energies between conformers (>50KJ/mol).
 High Binding Energy (BE) values (~1400 KJ/mol) are obtained. As deduced from
the conformers calculation and the BE values, the metal complex stabilizes strongly
one structure. It seems reasonable to deduce that all sugars lose partially their
possibilities to change structurally.
In the free metal optical spectra, a broad band was observed a 240 nm. This π-π*
type of excitations involves the COOH groups and the adjacent C=C double bonds.
The intensity of the metal effect can be detected by an unambiguous blue shift in
the carboxylic group absorption (20 nm) in the three (Ca(Hp-H+))- optical spectra.
Another small band is also founded at 240 nm. It could be the free metal π-π*
absorption. It suggest that in the gas phase, Hp links Ca2+ with, at least, two different
coordinations.
The small shoulder detected at 255 nm also comes from COO- and C=C moeities.
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